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Software Loves To Talk
(to other software)

Software and online services have

secret chats with each other! They

speak using an API (short for

Application Programming Interface).

This lets them share info and

perform actions just for each other.

It's like having a secret handshake

that only the cool kids know!

Software Needs
Translators, Too

Do you ever feel like you're

speaking different languages when

trying to communicate with

someone who just doesn’t get it?

Software can suffer from the same

challenges. That's where

Middleware comes to the rescue!

It's like a translator that takes care

of the differences.

Don’t Call Me,
I’ll Call You

Webhooks are like giving a piece

of software a megaphone. When

something happens in one app,

webhooks ensure all the other

apps immediately hear about it.

They also make things super

efficient because they share

updates only when there are

updates to share, rather than

making everyone else constantly

check-in.

 Every System is Perfect
(until it isn’t)

We all know the only constant in life

is change. Got your sights set on a

drool-worthy new LMS or fancy

financial system? Stick a savvy

Middleware between your systems,

just in case you need to say "Hasta la

vista, baby!" to your old software or

crave a digital makeover without

having to do a huge redo of

everything. 

Cloudy with a Chance
of Apps

Integrating a couple of apps? No

sweat! But what if there's a bunch,

or they must be swappable? What if

you have no clue what you need, or

you don’t want hassle? Well, that's

where iPaaS (Integration Platform

as a Service) can help. Think of it

like food delivery but for your apps.

You don't have to cook up the

integration or fetch it. Just sit back,

relax, and let the iPaaS do the work!

One Login To
Unlock Them All

“Let’s make everyone remember a

dozen different passwords, one for

each of our systems!” said no one

ever. Single Sign-On (SSO) is

like a master key that opens all

your doors. You want to let people

access everything you offer with

one single password. Has anyone

figured out how to get them to

remember this one password?

Didn’t think so.


